
Lexipol legal and public safety experts monitor changing legislation and industry trends to provide you with 
updated policy content. Having up-to-date policies and an informed staff is the best way to minimize risk 
exposure to your agency. While most changes should blend well with your manual, always carefully evaluate 
the content against your agency’s specific needs and operational practices. Following are 3 steps to help you 
process updates efficiently.

1. REVIEW THE UPDATE RELEASE NOTES 
The Release Notes provide guidance while processing updates and are available in 2 places—in the 
update email and in the Resource Notes resource drawer in KMS (on the right side of the policy).

2. REVIEW SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON  
After placing the policy in the edit/update mode, you will have a side-by-side comparison of your 
current policy sections with the new updated content in KMS. You may also select the PDF icon 
dropdown list (located above the policy) and view Compare Current to New Lexipol Update.  This 
PDF document will show you the marked changes made within the updated policy.

3. ACCEPT OR REJECT THE UPDATES 
Once you review the updated policies, you can accept or reject the updates. Within the policy, 
you can accept each changed section individually or use the Accept All Updates button to accept 
the changes simultaneously. When using Accept All Updates, all unmodified policy sections will 
be converted to the new update, but any sections previously modified will need to be processed 
manually using the editing feature or side-by-side comparison buttons.

Note: Each time you accept an update, the new content will automatically replace your content for 
that section or subsection of your manual. If you wish to preserve your custom content, manually 
merge the new content with your previously modified content. There may be sections or subsections 
that show an update but are not reflected in the Release Notes and do not appear to be changed. 
This is due to internal system corrections that do not affect policy content. Accept these updates 
unless you have customized the section or subsection, in which case, reject or edit the update to 
preserve your customization.

NEED MORE ASSISTANCE?
Please contact Customer Service at 844-312-9500 or customersupport@lexipol.com.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Lexipol strives to provide the most current and legally sound policies possible. These policies and updates, however, do not constitute 
legal advice. As always, you are urged to carefully review all content and updates for applicability to your agency, and check with your 
agency’s legal adviser for appropriate legal review before changing or adopting any policy.
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